Update from the Week
Well yesterday was our last day for crossing the Mississippi
and heading into Lacrosse. Hubby was with this time. I’m so
glad he was.
all the way.

We had a miserable drive as it rained and rained

It started raining even harder and radio started going off
with weather warnings and reports of hail. We passed a few
places where it had hailed right before we got there as there
was hail along the roads.

Then Kelli sent us a picture of where she was in Ossian.
had hailed there.
snow.

See the photo below?

It

That’s HAIL, not

We finally got to the bridge to cross the Mississippi and go
to Lacrosse…then we encountered this. Traffic delays. Good
thing we left early. As we got closer we realized there had
been an accident on the bridge.

Finally…going in to Lacrosse on what would hopefully be our
last trip for awhile.

From there it got busy….
Labs for the blood draw
The Radio Active Iodine Uptake Scan
The neck ultasound…..and then…FOOD!!
I was free to eat food.
shop in the hospital.

We ate in the little coffee/sandwich

It’s a great place.

Then we went off to kill some time before my appointment with
the doctor.
We hit up some garage sales..more on that in
another post.
We went back for my appointment and this is what we found
out….
There are three tests to determine if I have returned cancer.
1-bloodwork
2-scan
3-ultrasound
The scan was clean.
work…wasn’t back.

The ultrasound was clean.

The blood

So we wait for that. My original number has gone up a bit but
nothing super concerning. Should it come back high…I have to
take a PET scan. Should it be okay….she’ll see me in six
months. She expects it will be okay so for now, that’s what
expecting too. We’ll know more early next week.
So we decided to leave it at this, good news at this point and
back again in October for blood work and an ultrasound.
Depending on my numbers for my blood work at that time, we

will determine if I need to go through the whole long process
again next April. As miserable as I am with the whole diet
thing, I really don’t mind if it means knowing I’m for sure
okay. Thank heavens we have good insurance!! Just after one
shot my deductible for the year is met. It’s expensive.
Hubby keeps telling me I’m worth it.
I sure am glad that I have him trudging through all this with
me. He’s a real trooper, as are our kids. They listen to me
whine and cheer me up with it’s at it’s worst.
I can’t
imagine doing all of this without them.
So the reason I didn’t get this blog post written last night
so it would post this morning…Kalissa and Craig wanted us to
go out to celebrate that I could eat again…so we did. Then it
got late. This morning I started in on something else only to
realize that I needed to get this written so finally…the
update. If you hear nothing more about this all…that means
the results of that blood test came back good….
Me, I’m off to get something done. My sewing room is still a
mess. My goal for this week was to have that back together.
Darn.

It hasn’t happened yet.

Thanks a million for all the thoughts, prayers and happy notes
you’ve all sent my way.
comes back good!

Fingers crossed that the last test

